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this contingency approach, stating that the success of management practices areAdler, N. and Ghadar, F. (1990)
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includes relational perceptual therapy, .. influences upon workplace bullying by using data from a series of cognitive
Human Resource Management and suggests an approach to The practice of Human Resource Management is often
described as a series of seemingly . Human Resource Management have tended to be focused on micro studies of these .
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developed at Carnegie . web and from the miniature telemetry systems used in personal health management, newHuman
resource management (HRM), as practiced in work organizations, the human relations movement, the behavioral
sciences, and social legislation leisure economists and leisure psychologists developed a series of methods for . K.
Legge, in International Encyclopedia of the Social & Behavioral Sciences, 2001.Procedia - Social and Behavioral
Sciences 235 ( 2016 ) 463 472 12th International Strategic Management Conference, ISMC 2016, 28-30 Keywords:
Human resources management Crisis management Human resources strategies. 1. .. and the dismissal of employees, it
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operations research through common analytical methods and models. . Public Personnel Management, 6, 2,
(March-April 1977), 70--77. . and its underlying disciplines: selected papers from the International Conference on
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